4-in-1 Air Cooler, Heater, Humidifier and Purifier
Instruction Manual

THE SCIENCE
BEHIND COOL
Please read carefully and retain for future reference.

**Getting Started**

Remove the appliance from the box.
Remove any packaging from the product.
Place the packaging inside the box and either store or dispose of safely.

**In The Box**

Air cooler
2 ice packs
Remote control (batteries not included)
Instruction manual

**Selling Features**

4-in-1 design with air cooler, purifier, humidifier and heater
3 speed settings
Timer function
Remote control
Ice packs included for ice cold air

**Safety Instructions**

When using the electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be followed.
Check that the voltage indicated on the rating plate corresponds with that of the local network before connecting the appliance to the mains power supply.
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) who are not mentally able, physically capable, experienced or do not understand the product. They should be given supervision and instruction in the use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure they do not play with the appliance.
Keep the supply cord out of reach of children.
Do not operate with wet hands.
Do not unplug the appliance from the mains power supply while the unit is running.
The use of an extension lead is not recommended.
Do not remove the mains plug by pulling the cord; remove the plug from the socket by hand.
This appliance contains no user serviceable parts. All repairs should be carried out by a qualified engineer. Improper repairs may place the user at risk of harm.
Do not operate the appliance after a malfunction or if it has been dropped or damaged in any way.
Do not leave the appliance unattended whilst connected to the mains power supply.
This appliance must be unplugged from the mains power supply whilst any maintenance such as cleaning is carried out.
Do not use the appliance for any purpose other than that for which it is designed. Ensure the supply cord is kept away from heat or sharp edges that could cause damage. The use of accessories, not recommended or sold by the manufacturer may cause fire, electric shock or injury.

Do not obstruct the air intake or outlets.

Do not use the appliance outdoors or on a wet surface.

Do not immerse the appliance in water or any other liquids.

Do not use this appliance if any of the openings are blocked.

Keep the appliance free from dust, lint, hair or anything that may reduce airflow.

The dust filter must be cleaned periodically.

The appliance is not intended to be operated by means of an external timer or a separate remote-control system.

If a bad odour is emitted from the appliance, turn the unit off and unplug from the mains supply before conducting maintenance.

Do not locate the appliances directly underneath an electrical socket.

Do not use this appliance near a bath, shower or swimming pool.

Do not use the appliance near flammable or explosive gas.

Empty the water tank and unplug from the mains power supply before storing the appliance.

Do not insert fingers, sticks or other objects into the unit.

For household use only.

If the plug or supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by a qualified engineer in order to avoid a hazard.

Ensure the appliance is placed on a stable, heat-resistant surface when in use.
**Description of Parts**

- **Timer function** for cool or hot air when you need it
- **Heat or cool switch** ideal for those chilly winter nights or hot summer days
- **Oscillating function** to direct cool air where you need it
- **360° wheels** for easy manoeuvrability
- **Multi-speed** easy to use button function
- **Carry handles** easy to manoeuvre
- **5 litre tank capacity** you don't have to empty it often
Control Panel

1. Mode/Heat Button - Sleep/High, Natural/Low, Normal.

2. Wind Function.

3. Timer - 0.5 hours, 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours.

4. On/Off.

5. Cool Function.

6. Speed - Hi, Mi, Lo.
Instructions For Use

Place the appliance in an open space away from windows to avoid rain getting into the appliance. Do not cover the appliance; keep clear of curtains, bedding etc.
Position the appliance on a flat, stable surface.
Connect the plug to the mains outlet socket and set the power switch to ‘ON’.
Turn the ‘Heat/Cool’ selector to the desired setting, you may find the dial difficult to move when first used, so apply moderate force taking care not to overturn the dial. The selector will be easier to use from then on.
Press the ‘On/Off’ button on the control panel to activate the unit.
Adjust the setting using the Mode/Heat button and the Speed button.

Fan

Set the ‘Heat/Cool’ selector to ‘Cool’.

Press the ‘On/Off’ button.
To select the fan function press the ‘Mode’ button to select mode:
- **Normal** – Standard continuous flow of air.
- **Natural** – Randomised flow of air which will change speed intermittently.
- **Sleep** – Fan is automatically set to Hi.
In normal mode, to select the fan speeds press the ‘Speed’ button to select:
- **Hi** – High Speed
- **Mi** – Medium
- **Lo** – Slow

Timer

There are four positions with indicator lights:

- 0.5 hours
- 1 hour
- 2 hours
- 4 hours
Press the ‘Timer’ button to select any of the above settings.
Your unit will automatically switch off when selected.
If the timer button is not used, your unit will continue operating until switched off.
Cooling

Open the water tank by pulling the water tank handle outward.
Add clean, filtered water into the water tank, observing the water level through the indicator at the front of the appliance.
Place one or both ice packs into the water to reduce the temperature further. To prepare them, fill with water and place in a freezer until frozen.
Push the water tank back into place and set the ‘Heat/Cool’ selector to ‘Cool’.
Press the ‘On/Off’ button and then the ‘Cool’ button.

**Note** - The water level must be between the ‘MIN’ and ‘MAX’ marks in order for the unit to work, if the water level is below the minimum amount the unit will emit a beeping sound when the ‘Cool’ button is pressed.

Heating

Ensure that the water tank is empty.
Set the ‘Heat/Cool’ selector to ‘Heat’.
Press the ‘Mode/Heat’ button, for ‘Heat’ there are 2 settings – ‘High’ or ‘Low’.
For maximum effectiveness only two fan speed settings are available:

- **MI** – Medium
- **LO** – Slow

Wind

Press this button to oscillate the airflow from side to side.

Remote Control

To install the batteries, remove the battery cover from the back of the remote and insert 2 AAA batteries before replacing the cover.
Only use the batteries recommended.
Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.
Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision.
Different types of batteries, or new and used batteries are not to be mixed.
Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity.
Exhausted batteries should be removed from the remote.
Remove batteries from appliances that will not be used again for a long time.
The supply terminals are not to be short circuited.
Supervise children with batteries at all times.
Remember to keep small button cell and AAA batteries away from small children, as they can be easily swallowed.
Seek medical attention if swallowed.
Do not dispose of batteries in a fire.
To dispose of the batteries take them to your local battery recycling station for disposal. Contact your local government offices for details.

1. **Wind** – Press to activate wind function.
2. **Timer** – Press to activate timer, each press will increase the amount of time.
3. **Speed** – Press to adjust the fan speed.
4. **Mode/Heat** – Press to adjust the heat or mode setting.
5. **Cool** – Press to activate the cool setting.
6. **On/Off switch**.
Cleaning and Maintenance

The filter is supplied ready assembled.
The filter should be cleaned or replaced periodically.
Hold the filter frame cover at the top and push down the 2 clips to open, then lift the cover upwards.
To remove the filter, push down the catch at the top and pull the filter out of the unit, slide up out of the frame and tap the dirt off the filter.
If the filter is very dirty, it can be rinsed in water.
Slide the clean filter back into the frame and place back in the unit.
Wipe the filter cover and main unit with a damp, lint-free cloth.

Technical Specification

Voltage: 220-240V ~ 50Hz
Power (Cooling): 70W
Power (Heating): 1000W/2000W
Water Tank Capacity: 5L
Connection to the mains

Please check that the voltage indicated on the product corresponds with your supply voltage.

Important

As the colours in the mains lead of this appliance may not correspond with the coloured markings identifying the terminals in your plug, please proceed as follows:
The wires in the mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following code:
Blue Neutral (N)
Brown Live (L)
FOR UK USE ONLY - Plug fitting details (where applicable).
The wire coloured BLUE is the NEUTRAL and must be connected to the terminal marked N or coloured BLACK.
The wire coloured BROWN is the LIVE wire and must be connected to the terminal marked L or coloured RED.
On no account must either the BROWN or the BLUE wire be connected to the EARTH terminal (\(\bigcirc\)).
Always ensure that the cord grip is fastened correctly.
The plug must be fitted with a fuse of the same rating already fitted and conforming to BS 1362 and be ASTA approved.
If in doubt consult a qualified electrician who will be pleased to do this for you.

Non-rewireable mains plug

If your appliance is supplied with a non-rewireable plug fitted to the mains lead and should the fuse need replacing, you must use an ASTA approved one (conforming to BS 1362 of the same rating).
If in doubt, consult a qualified electrician who will be pleased to do this for you.
If you need to remove the plug - DISCONNECT IT FROM THE MAINS and then cut it off the mains lead and immediately dispose of it safely. Never attempt to re-use the plug or insert it into a socket outlet as there is a danger of an electric shock.
UP Global Sourcing
Manchester, OL9 0DD.

If this product does not reach you in an acceptable condition please contact our Customer Services Department by one of the following methods:

Telephone: +44 (0)333 577 9820*

*Telephone lines are open Monday – Friday, 9am – 5pm (Closed Bank Holidays)

Email: customersupport@beldray.co.uk
Fax: 0161 628 2126

Please have your delivery note to hand as details from it will be required.

If you wish to return this product please return it to the retailer from where it was purchased with your receipt (subject to their terms and conditions).

Guarantee

This product is guaranteed for a period of 1 year from the date of purchase against mechanical and electrical defects.

This guarantee is only valid if the appliance is used solely for domestic purposes in accordance with the instructions and provided that it is not connected to an unsuitable electricity supply or dismantled or interfered with in any way or damaged through misuse. Under this guarantee we undertake to repair or replace free of charge any parts found to be defective. Reasonable proof of purchase must be provided.

Nothing in this guarantee or in the instructions relating to this product excludes, restricts or otherwise affects your statutory rights.

In line with our policy of continuous development we reserve the right to change this product, packaging and documentation specification without notice.

Consumables are not guaranteed i.e. plug and fuse.

The crossed out wheelie bin symbol on this item indicates that this appliance needs to be disposed of in an environmentally friendly way when it becomes of no further use or has worn out. Contact your local authority for details of where to take the item for recycling.